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Path Solutions holds onto top spot in IBS Sales League Table 2014
Number One Islamic Core Banking System Vendor
3rd Primarily Universal Banking System Vendor Worldwide
March 11, 2014 - Path Solutions, the global leader in Sharia-compliant
banking technologies is delighted to announce that it has once again won first
overall position in the Islamic banking segment in IBS Sales League Table
2014, while it ranked 3rd among universal banking system providers
worldwide.
The UK-based IBS Intelligence gives an independent perspective on global
financial technology. The IBS Sales League Table is an annual ranking of core back
office systems sales that comprises over 30 of the leading Islamic banking system
suppliers in addition to other pure conventional players. It evaluates their strengths,
weaknesses, various systems and verifies their user lists to form an unbiased
picture of the merits of each supplier and its new name wins.
Path Solutions has been the First Best Selling Islamic Core Banking Software Provider and among the
Top Five Best Selling Primarily Universal Banking System Providers Worldwide for the last 7 years in IBS
Sales League Tables.
Martin Whybrow, IBS Director & Editor in
Chief commented, “Path Solutions did well
again in 2013 in terms of new name wins,
as it had in 2012. Being the specialist in the
Islamic banking segment, it bounced back
quite well this year having signed deals in
the African continent, where it has spread
to new geographical regions”.
Path Solutions has consistently been
recognised for its significant contributions to
the Islamic financial services industry. The company
provides state-of-the-art and cost-effective Islamic banking software solutions
capable of addressing regulatory and Sharia compliance requirements at both international and
regional levels, driven by the breadth and depth of its 20-year domain knowledge and experience.

“Success

in such a shaky economic environment demands an innovative vision,
commitment, dedication and the efficient execution of ideas”.
“Path is UNIQUELY positioned to help its clients address key industry
challenges. This FIRST PLACE-RANKING in the Islamic finance
segment, and featuring among the TOP THREE international players in
IBS Sales League Table 2014 reinforce our LEADERSHIP position in
the global financial services industry and validate the tangible VALUE
delivered to our clients worldwide”.
Mohammed Kateeb
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KAMCO adopts latest technology from Path Solutions
March 10, 2014 - Multi-award winning Islamic banking software provider, Path Solutions today
announces the successful completion of its solution upgrade at KAMCO (KIPCO Asset Management
Co.), a premier investment company based in Kuwait.
KAMCO’s main activities reside in Asset Management
and Investment Banking. The Asset Management
Division concentrates on providing its clients with
customized portfolio management, access to IPOs,
local and international fund management with risk
adjusted return maximization, mitigating risks, and
maintaining capital appreciation for individual and
institutional clients. Its Investments Division specializes in providing its clients with unique investment
opportunities, financial and advisory services,
supported by investment research which tracks the

latest directions and trends across local and
regional economies and capital markets.
The newest technology acquired from Path Solutions will allow the simplicity and flexibility
KAMCO needs to achieve optimal efficiencies
and long-term benefits. Additional features
include 100% automation of the processes,
enhanced permissions processing, workflow
graphics and increasing productivity and control
of production environments.

“We’re strong supporters of Path Solutions, mainly due to their professional systems and up-to-date technology which have strongly contributed to the enhancement of KAMCO’s operational activities”,
confirmed KAMCO’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Faisal Sarkhou. He added, “Considering the many years
in which we have utilized the Path system, our team is very familiar and comfortable with the solution and
finds it easy to upgrade and maintain”.
KAMCO’s Chief Support Officer, Mr. Mahmoud Idris, added, “The aim behind this fast system upgrade is
to gain critical time-to-market. Countless number of tasks are easily and quickly automated enabling
configuration without programming capabilities, delivering innovation and value with reduced complexity
for every user”.
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The modular architecture of Path Solutions’ latest investment software allows the fast roll out of
features and functions. Its sophisticated operational tools enable centralized control with pro-active
real-time monitoring, data transformation, job scheduling, batch processing and automated reporting, with a drag-and-drop environment that substantially reduces the total
cost of automation lifecycle.
“This successful deployment will empower KAMCO to meet the needs of a growing
customer base with faster product roll-out and exemplary customer service”, commented
Mr. Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO. “We’re delighted to
know that KAMCO is celebrating a perfect year end closing with a new business platform
and a robust and feature-rich technology infrastructure, allowing it to scale up to meet its
future growth”.
KAMCO believes that this landmark upgrade will help bring a fresh burst of innovation
in technology tools and corresponding practices.

Nigerian bank selects iMAL non-interest core banking system
January 17, 2014 - Sterling Bank, a full service commercial banking establishment in Nigeria, has
selected Path Solutions’ iMAL to support the launch of its new Islamic (non-interest banking) window.
Path Solutions’ modular Islamic core banking system - iMAL will enable the bank to quickly
introduce a diversified range of Islamic banking products and services and prepare its
business for future growth. The bank has installed the system in its head
office in Lagos and will install it gradually at some 170 branches
across Nigeria to support a large number of customer accounts.
Dr. Basheer Oshodi, Group Head Non-Interest Banking, Sterling
Bank says: “We have always strived to invest in state-of-the-art
technology to provide our customers with cutting edge banking
products and services. Our decision to adopt a new core banking
system for our new non-interest banking window is a significant
step in this direction, as we firmly believe that a world-class technological infrastructure that could meet local regulatory and Sharia
compliance requirements is integral to building customer confidence”.
required a flexible and scalable system
that could be integrated with ICS
BANKS conventional banking solution and that could cover
comprehensive areas such as Islamic Invest, Islamic Profit
Calculation, Branch Automation and Administration, and SWIFT
messaging. iMAL offers the broadest functional coverage and will
be able to meet not just the bank’s commercial exigencies but also
its implementation timescales. The system has gone live at the
bank on 6th January 2014.
As part of the overall selection process, Sterling Bank engaged
leading independent global technology consulting firms to perform market
research and evaluate and advise on latest technology.
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During a rigorous three-month evaluation period, the bank considered several major IT providers with
broad expertise in Islamic banking before signing the deal with Path Solutions. iMAL proved to be the
solution of choice for a large number of Islamic financial institutions in Africa.
“We are delighted to have been chosen as the preferred Islamic technology partner for Sterling Bank.
This contract reinforces our strategic commitment to the African continent and its potential which is key
to our global growth strategy, and places us as the undisputed leader in this territory and in this segment”,
says Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO.
Sterling Bank currently operates as a fully diversified bank. Last December, the bank has got final license
from the Central Bank of Nigeria to start the promotion of its new Islamic window. With this latest signing,
Sterling Bank would be the second bank in the country to go for Path Solutions’ iMAL Enterprise Islamic
Banking & Investment System.
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Path Solutions: Co-Sponsor of the Islamic Finance
Access Programme
March 28, 2014 - Path Solutions, the number one global Islamic core banking system vendor
was the Islamic Technology Partner of the ‘Islamic Finance Access Programme’ which was
held on Thursday 27th March in Islamabad, Pakistan.
Hosted by NUCES (FAST-NU) and developed by Edbiz
Consulting in collaboration with leading practitioners and
organizations in the industry, this one day programme on
“Shari’a Compliance for Branch Level Staff” brought the
highest quality of Islamic financial intelligence to executives and decision makers in the Islamic financial
services industry.
The IFAP programme has created a unique forum with a
view to offer expert advice and training to those interested in Islamic finance. The attendees received an HD
Certificate in “Shari’a Compliance for Branch Level Staff”
that serves as a gateway to more
advanced
qualifications
similar to the Certificate in
Islamic Finance offered by
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA)
and to the Islamic Finance
Qualification (IFQ) offered by
the Chartered Institute of Securities and Investment (CISI).
Path Solutions’ Territory Account Manager, Sales SAARC Region Syed Ahmed Zafar was a key
speaker at the event and he shared his views on
“Sharia-compliant technologies - The advantage”
through an interactive high value demo session.
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Path Solutions at the 3rd Arab-Turkish Banking Dialogue
March 17, 2014 - Under the auspices of the
H.E. Mr. Ali Babacan, Deputy Prime Minister
of Turkey, the “3rd Arab-Turkish Banking
Dialogue” took place on 13th & 14th of March
at the Çiragan Palace Kempinski in Istanbul.
Organized by the Union of Arab Banks (UAB),
the Turkish Banks Association (TBB) and the
World Union of Arab Bankers (WUAB), the
two-day forum themed ‘The Importance of
Arab-Turkish Partnerships in Light of
Common Economic Interest’ brought together
leading bankers and economists from Turkey
and throughout the Arab world.
The opening speeches of the forum were delivered by Mr. Mukim Öztekin, Head of the Banking
Regulation and Supervision Agency (BDDK), Mr. Hüseyin Aydin, Chairman of the Banks Association of Turkey, and Dr. Joseph Torbey, Chairman of the Executive Committee of Union of
Arab Banks, while Borsa Istanbul Chairman and CEO, Dr. Ibrahim M. Turhan moderated a
panel discussion.
Path Solutions, the Number One Islamic Core Banking System Provider according to IBS
Sales League Table 2014, joined the forum where it had the opportunity to present and showcase its latest technology innovations to over 100 high profile attendees.
Founded in 1992 and building on 20+ years of experience, Path Solutions is well positioned to
be the trusted IT partner of forward-thinking Islamic banks willing to capitalize on best-of-breed
technologies.
To date, Path serves more
than 100 Islamic financial
institutions in more than 33
countries worldwide with
59% of the company’s
client base located in the
Middle East using Path
Solutions’ iMAL Islamic
Banking
&
Investment
System for their daily operations.
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Path Solutions extends its
warmest congratulations to
KFH Kuwait on winning the
award for ‘Best Islamic Bank in
Kuwait’ by Euromoney magazine in recognition of its
contributions to the Islamic banking and financing market.
This prestigious award highlights KFH Kuwait pioneering
role in the development of the Islamic financial system in
Kuwait.
Path Solutions wishes KFH Kuwait continued growth
and success in the future!

Path Solutions is pleased to congratulate Kuwait
International Bank on receiving the ‘Best Islamic Bank
2014’ award from WF, the specialized and most
reputed financial magazine in the London Stock
Exchange, in recognition of its distinction and excellence.
According to KIB’s Chairman, “This achievement is based
majorly on strong and prudent leadership, professional &
personal banking skills and the adoption of most advanced IT
systems”.
Path Solutions wishes KIB continued success and a
distinguished future in the years ahead!
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Path Solutions is very pleased to congratulate its partners for garnering a first-place award in
the 2013 IFN Best Banks Poll conducted by REDmoney.
We extend our congratulations to all the well-deserved winners!

Amana Bank

Best Banks
Poll 2013
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General Business Training Sessions
Time Management
“Nothing is ours except Time” - Geothe
In the light of the importance of time in our
day-to-day lives, the Corporate Academy at Path
Solutions decided to offer its employees the
opportunity to better manage their time through
a course tailored to their needs.
The mini seminar called “Beyond Time
Management” provided by Joseph Moghabghab - Lebanon Branch Manager and VP Corporate
Academy, took place on March 13th & 14th. The attendees joined from different departments.
Time management is a fairly straightforward concept. It’s the process of arranging and controlling how
someone spends his time in or out of work. By controlling time, he can cut out non-essential activities and
achieve more, thus enhancing his career and getting more out of life. It can also make a job more
enjoyable and rewarding, as time management is about how to be more productive and to say no to
impossible workloads.

The 7 Powerful Habits in Personal Change
“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts” - Aristotle
In order to enhance morale and performance of employees at work as well as in their personal lives, the
Corporate Academy offered 2 consecutive sessions of “The 7 Powerful Habits in Personal Change”
seminar. The sessions were held on February 5th, 6th and 7th in Lebanon R&D centre and on February
11th, 12th, and 13th for other Path Solutions’ team
members in Kuwait, Bahrain, India and Sudan via
WebEx.

The aim of the seminar is to:
• Help employees find their work-life balance
• Focus on top priorities
• Promote team work and conflict resolution
• Encourage active listening
• Appreciate different perspectives.
This seminar included role play, exercises and video intervention.
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Professional E-mail Writing
E-mail has revolutionized our professional
lives by being the most common form of
written communication in the business
world, and the most commonly abused.
Employees need to take time to think
through the content of their mails and
address correctly the messages that they
might be sending to colleagues or clients.
In light of this fact, the Corporate Academy offered the “Professional E-mail Writing” mini seminar
provided by its own VP, Joseph Moghabghab, on January 17th, 2014 to 20 attendees from different
departments of Lebanon branch.
This training is designed to optimize e-mail communication by helping employees to effectively and
professionally use their e-mails by stressing on the below points:
• The importance of e-mail etiquette
• The Dos and Don’ts of business e-mail writing
• How to format and manage the e-mail
• Path Solutions’ e-mail policy.

iMAL Training Sessions
iMAL*RiskManagement

On February 11th, 12th and 13th, the Corporate Academy offered a training session on
iMAL*RiskManagement application given by Christelle Abi Khalil, Assistant Product Manager at Path
Solutions. The training covered two aspects: The fundamentals of Risk Management and financial Risk
Management.
The training detailed the various types of risks embedded in the banking business (Credit Risk, Market
Risk, Operational Risk, Liquidity Risk, etc.), the tools and strategies
for Risk Management, and the related regulations, namely Basel II.
The training also covered iMAL*RM four components:
• Risk Capital Reporting: The tool which handles the calculation of
Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) and Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR),
and supports compliance with the Basel II Accord and IFSB Capital
Adequacy Standard
• Market Risk and ALM: Advanced Market Risk analytics, including
VaR
computation
at
instrument
and
portfolio
levels,
hedge-effectiveness testing, cash flow discounting, yield-curve
stress test, behavioral liquidity analysis, trend analysis, liquidity risk
indicators, and concentration reports
• Credit Risk Management: Enhanced Credit Risk analytics, including credit portfolio and vintage analysis
• Operational Risk and Governance: Risk register, risk and control self-assessment with detailed KRI/KCI
analysis, Incident Management and Data Collection, and the Business Continuity Program.
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iMAL*CollectionManagementSystem
The Corporate Academy offered on February 3rd a training session on iMAL*CMS delivered by George
Eapen, Senior Software Engineer at Path Solutions. This module enables the bank users to:
• Track the collection of overdue accounts resulting from granted financing
• Set collection teams in a centralized or decentralized manner
• Put in place collection strategies
• Distribute tasks to collectors
• Monitor/follow-up the collectors’ assigned tasks
• Utilize reports that support the tracking of the collection process status and efficiency.
The trainer provided in-depth knowledge about the architectural and technical details of the module. The
training session included:
• An application walkthrough to explain the screen functionalities and its related tables
• Steps to be followed while configuring the application and its deployment procedures
• Common issues and troubleshooting mechanism which needs to be followed while supporting the
application.

iMAL*FinancialTemplateReports
As part of the internal trainings offered by the Corporate Academy, iMAL*FTR
training was provided by Joanna Elian, PMP, Associate Principal Consultant at
Path Solutions on January 16th. Attendees joined from different departments.
The objectives of the training were to show the functionalities and features of
the FTR module such as:
• The difference between FTR reports (that require development and
technical intervention) and FCR reports (where no development is
needed and a business user can build on the spot)
• The new criteria that can be used now for FTR reports
• The new criteria, calculation types and other features that
were added to be used for FCR reports enabling the bank
to directly build and retrieve its central bank reports
without the need to go back to the development team.
Furthermore, during the training, scenarios and
examples were presented to the attendees to
demonstrate how the new features can be applied
to real central bank reports.
A follow-up technical training for iMAL*FTR was
also given by Charbel Bitar, Strategic Information
Manager, PE at Path Solutions on January 24th.
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Technology Training Sessions
MS Project 2013
As Path Solutions manages numerous projects, the Corporate Academy offered “MS Project 2013”
program allowing Project Directors and Managers to benefit from this powerful tool and effectively
manage their projects.
The program covered the following modules offered in multiple sessions:
Module 1 – Working with the Schedule
Module 2 – Resource and Cost Management
Module 3 – Calendars and Updating Projects
Module 4 – Earned Value Management and Reporting
Module 5 – Managing Multiple Projects.
On 14th and 28th of February, Module 1 was offered in two sessions, while Module 2 and 3 were
conducted respectively on 14th and 28th of March.
The program was given by Path Solutions’ PS - Project Management Office Manager Raffi Haytayan,
PMP, ITIL Foundation and Microsoft Certified Professional - Managing Projects with Microsoft Project
2013.
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Mr. Olawale Yinusa - COO Non-Interest Banking Unit
Sterling Bank - Nigeria

Sterling Bank, a full service commercial banking establishment in Nigeria, signed an agreement with Path
Solutions on 23rd May, 2013 for the
deployment of iMAL solution to
support the launch of its new Islamic
window.
Path Solutions’ modular Islamic core
banking system - iMAL was selected
after evaluating several core banking providers and was considered
by the bank’s management as a
world-class technological infrastructure capable of meeting local regulatory and Sharia compliance requirements and gaining client confidence.
Using iMAL, Sterling Bank is able to
offer a diversified range of high
quality Islamic banking products
and services to cater to client preferences.

•Why did the bank decide to implement a new system?
We decided to implement a new
system to launch a new Islamic banking window through a system totally
segregated from the conventional
one.
•Which other software vendors were
shortlisted?
The shortlisted IT vendors were
International Turnkey Systems and
ICS Financial Systems in addition to
Path Solutions.
•What were the main criteria of
choosing the system?

We required a flexible and scalable
system that could be easily
interfaced with ICS Banks, our
conventional core banking system.
Other necessities included Shariacompliant integrated solution, robust
modules to support all Islamic
products and services, automatic fee
and commission calculation, ability
to separate fund from conventional
business, distribute profit and
provide an enhanced security against
external attacks, ease of integration
to third party applications, reasonable cost, a manageable scope of
implementation and robust vendor
support.
•Why did you choose Path
Solutions?
Because their system met all our
requirements mentioned above.
•Did you visit any of Path Solutions’
reference sites before choosing
iMAL?
No; however, we are aware that Jaiz
Bank in Nigeria is using similar applications.
•When was the contract signed?
It was signed on 23rd May, 2013.
•When did the implementation
begin? What stage is the project at
now?
The implementation began on August
1st, 2013 and the system was
launched on January 6th, 2014.
•What functionality does the system
cover?
The system covers Islamic Investment, Customer Service Management, Islamic Profit Calculation,
Accounting, Batch Processing,

System Administration & Security,
Report Designer, SWIFT and Integration Manager.
•Were there any third parties (consultants, integrators) helping you
with the selection/ implementation?
Yes, a consultant was hired to work
with the bank in the selection phase.
While the implementation was
anchored solely by the bank working
with Path Solutions’ Project Team.
•How many branches the deal is
covering?
The first phase of the deal covers 10
branches locally.
•Was there a lot of customization of
the system?
Yes, there has been little customization involved in terms of regulatory
reporting. iMAL is already configured for local requirements.
•Were there any challenges with the
transition (e.g. data migration etc.)?
Yes, but we were able to overcome all
challenges we faced before the
project goes on site.
•What other systems/applications
will iMAL be interfaced to?
iMAL is integrated to SWIFT, the
ATM network and an Internet Banking
solution. Other applications will be
integrated when the need arises.

Powering Islamic Financial Markets
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Shariah-compliant: Islamic Banking and
Finance – Where Does Pakistan Stand?
By Professor Humayon Dar
Based on the growth and development of Islamic banking in different parts
of the world, the Global Islamic Finance Report 2014, to be launched at
the Global Donors Forum in Washington on April 13-16, predicts that by
2020 there will be at least six countries in the world where Islamic banking
and finance (IBF) will attain a market share of no less than 50% of the total
financial sector.
These six countries are in addition to Iran and Sudan, which claim to have
fully-fledged Islamic financial systems already in place.
It is almost certain that Brunei Darussalam, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar,
Malaysia and the UAE will have their financial sectors dominated by IBF
by 2020.
Brunei Darussalam will be the first country to witness the share of IBF in
the domestic financial sector exceeding 50% by 2020. Almost 45% of
retail banking in the country already meets basic Shariah requirements.
More impetus is needed for the capital markets, which require a little more
guidance and support from the Ministry of Finance.
Given its small and overwhelmingly religious population, it will not be
surprising to see Brunei Darussalam emerging as a nation where the IBF
share is greater than conventional banking and finance.
Similarly, Saudi Arabia will have its financial sector predominantly Shariah
compliant by 2020. It currently has over 55% of its retail banking sector
already in compliance with Shariah and it will have to streamline Islamic
banking and finance, with official recognition of it by the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Agency and the Capital Market Authority.
If Brunei Darussalam has not already achieved the milestone, Saudi
Arabia could be the first country to boast of having Islamised the bulk of
banking and finance practice in the country.

Professor Humayon Dar is an Islamic
economist, futurist, writer, Sharia
advisor, academic entrepreneur,
philosopher and a transformational
thinker, specialising in Islamic banking
and finance.
He is Chairman, President & CEO of
Edbiz Consulting Limited. He also sits
on the Board of Directors of Arab
British Chamber of Commerce and on
Sharia Boards of several institutions,
including Hong Leong Islamic Bank,
Allianz Global Investors, Sharia UMEX.
He holds a BSc (Hons) and MSc (both
in Islamic Economics) from International Islamic University in Islamabad
and has an MPhil and PhD (both in
Economics) from Cambridge University, where he conducted research on
Islamic finance.

Since the establishment of Kuwait Finance House (KFH) in 1977, Kuwait
has been at the forefront of IBF. It is expected that it will be ahead of Qatar
in achieving the threshold of 50% share. With the current market share at
35%, Kuwait’s IBF industry will have to grow by 7.14% annually for the next six years to achieve the
milestone of 50% market share.

Furthermore, its existing Islamic financial institutions will have to take over 3.15% market share from the
conventional financial institutions during the same time period.
Qatar is another country with huge potential for growth in IBF. Unfortunately, the likelihood of IBF reaching
the 50% threshold was adversely affected by the government’s decision to disallow conventional banks
offering Islamic banking through window operations. However, it is still likely that IBF will have no less
than 50% market share by 2020.
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Malaysia is another country that has made tremendous progress in IBF. With strong support from the
government and the central bank, Malaysia has certainly taught other countries, notably Pakistan and the
UAE, how government patronage of IBF can actually bring wider economic benefits to the country.
The weakest link, however, in this list of six countries is the UAE. Despite the government of UAE’s strong
support for IBF, the country will be able to just make the 50% mark by the end of 2020. This relative less
impressive growth is even more significant, given that there will be a lot of economic activity in Dubai and
in the wider UAE in the wake of Expo2020, which Dubai is going to host.

Pakistan’s share far lower
This brings us the million-dollar question: Where does Pakistan stand in this respect? Given the 10%
market share of Islamic banking, and far lower share of IBF in the financial sector (including insurance,
capital markets, etc.), it will take a very long time for Pakistan to touch the 50% mark.
Focusing on Islamic banking only, it will require an annual growth rate of 66.67% for Islamic banks for the
next six years to capture 50% of market share. To do so, Islamic banks will also have to cannibalise 7.4%
of the conventional business on an annual basis during the same period. This is certainly a steep task but
the momentum is in the right direction.
The mood of newly appointed deputy governor (for Islamic banking), Saeed Ahmed, at the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP), who is widely believed to be the next governor of the central bank after the recent
resignation of Yaseen Anwar, is buoyant regarding Islamic banking, and it will be interesting to see if
Islamic banking can hold equal market share with conventional banking by 2025.
To do so, Islamic banking assets will have to grow by 36.36% annually for the next 11 years, during which
time they should also capture 4% of the business of conventional banks. Given that Islamic banking has
been growing in Pakistan at a rate of 35% annually for the last few years, this is a realistic target that
Ahmad should aim for.
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3rd ABTEC 2014
Manama - Kingdom of Bahrain
8 & 9 April 2014
IFN Asia Forum 2014
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
26 & 27 May 2014
6th Sri Lanka Islamic Banking & Finance
Conference
Colombo - Sri Lanka
10 June 2014
You are kindly invited to visit our booth and meet our IT experts to learn more about how
our solutions can beneﬁt your business. To book a meeting, please contact our Sales
Representatives at salesteam@path-solutions.com
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